Final Website Peer Review – 50 points
Design Requirements.
All requirements of Paragraph A below (from IPR #1) plus Paragraphs B and C

A. IPR#1 Requirements
• Author present for Peer Review at start of class
• WebEx Page Menu accessible from my “class” page
• There is a working link from WebEx Page to your IPR#1 page

Points will be deducted for any the following not incorporated in your web site design.
• Grid layout, full screen width.
• Obvious or stated objective in Header relevant to the theme.
• At least one photo-shopped image
• Descriptive link names and working links to two pages that you created plus existing WWW pages. The support webpages do not need content for this review but must have a descriptive link.
• Readability – font style, size contrast, color
• Adheres to the basic web page design criteria “dos and don’ts” discussed in class and the paper available from my website “Principles of website design for an appealing web site.”
• Placeholders for VISTA elements

B. Specific additional requirements for IPR#2. Address the comments from IPR#1 with corrections as applicable. Keep the IPR#1 webpage as a link from WebEx menu. IPR#2 is to be a separate updated and improved webpage also linked from WebEx menu.
For IPR#2 website:
• add a link to your blog
• GIF animation
• sound
• video
• All applicable to your theme. Can be on home page or support pages

C. Keep IPR#1 and IPR#2 and make a separate website named “Final Website.” Link from your WebEx Menu. Include improvements identified in the previous peer reviews.

Incorporate all VISTA (video, image, sound, text, animation) into a creative, coherent design according to your theme. There must be a home page, links to, at least, two support pages that you create and, at least, one link to an existing WWW page. You may embed a YouTube video (not link) but you must have a slideshow video that you created with sound in addition to a GIF animation. At least one of the images must be “photoshopped.” Include a motion tween or morph from Adobe Animate for extra credit.

Your grade on this project will be based on including all VISTA elements and on your design and creativity.
You will present your work on the evening of the final exam. This project will take the place of an exam.